Equilibrium folding of porcine insulin precursor in the presence of redox buffer: implications for the common intermediates shared by its unfolding/ refolding processes.
We use the procedure established for 'disulfide stability analysis in redox system' to investigate the unfolding process of porcine insulin precursor (PIP). Six major unfolding intermediates have been captured, in which four contain two disulfides, two contain one disulfide. Based on the characterization and analysis of the intermediates an unfolding pathway has been proposed, by which the native PIP unfolded through in turn 2SS and 1SS intermediates into fully reduced form. Besides, the comparison of the intermediates captured in PIP unfolding process with those intermediates captured in its refolding process revealed that some intermediates captured during both unfolding/refolding processes of PIP have identical disulfide pairing pattern, from which we suggest that the unfolding/refolding processes of PIP share some common intermediates but flow in the opposite direction.